BoCC Study Session Item, November 2, 2020

BOARD SUMMARY REPORT
Date:

November 2, 2020

To:

Board of County Commissioners

Through:

Bryan Weimer, Director of Public Works and Development

From:

Allen Peterson, Road & Bridge Division Manager

Subject:

Snow and Ice Management and Service Levels

Direction/Information
This Study Session is to provide general information, a history, and overview of current snow
and ice management practices and procedures within the Road and Bridge Division (R&B) of the
Public Works and Development Department (PWD). Along with this overview, Staff will also
discuss some challenges, citizen expectations, and the costs associated with providing these
seasonal services. Overall, Staff would like to obtain Board of County Commissioner (BoCC)
concurrence on the level of service being provided and to ensure that R&B’s Winter Storm
Operation Plan (WSOP) is consistent with the BoCC’s expectations. This is especially important
for uniform messaging to the unincorporated citizens who have become increasingly frustrated
with the County’s snow and ice removal services.

Request and Recommendation
The purpose of this BSR is to clarify and inform the Board of County Commissioners how the
Road & Bridge Division provides snow and ice control services throughout the County. Upon
completion of this Study Session, we hope to gain clear direction from the Board to either
continue performing operations as has previously been provided or to alter our processes and
procedures moving forward to increase snow and ice removal levels of service. Because of the
cost of increased levels of service and impacts to other maintenance activities with a flat budget,
Staff recommends a status quo approach to the Winter Storm Operation Plans and level of
service.

Background
Prior to the winter of 2012, R&B plow operators were assigned to one of 4 different shifts
whenever there was a chance of snow in the forecast. Each shift overlapped by one hour so that
individual operators could discuss the condition of their snow routes, refuel and perform any
maintenance needed on their equipment, and/or talk over any other specific challenges the next
shift operator could face. When 24-hour snow shifts were initiated by managers, employees were
required to remain available and stay on-call until their assigned snow shift.
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At the end of a 40 hour work week, if the employee fell short on hours, the County would pay
employees at their regular rate in order to make them “whole”. This was an expensive method of
handling potential snow events, as often times employees were compensated and never actually
ended up coming to work. Other times, employees were required to show up to work at their
scheduled snow shift times, only to wait on a snow event that may or may not have ever
materialized. This practice was discontinued in August of 2012 when Road & Bridge changed
this procedure and implemented 2–12 hour shifts and contracted with a local meteorological firm
to provide around the clock weather forecasts. Since implementing these changes, Road and
Bridge staff estimate a total cost savings of well over $1.6M over the past 8 years.
Additionally, the physical removal of ice was another significant service that R&B staff
provided. In fact, ice removal operations were usually preformed on a citizen request basis and
consumed much of the work R&B completed during the winter months. A lengthy list of
locations was generated and employees spent weeks, if not, months scraping up ice and hauling
it to the designated dump locations at the Peoria Service Center and also at the Eastern Service
Center. Since this work required 2 barricade workers to direct traffic; a grader and operator to
scrape the ice from the street, curb/gutter and sometime the sidewalks; a loader with an operator
to pick up the ice; and at least one, but frequently several, dump trucks with operators to haul the
ice away it was extremely costly. Not only was this process very costly, it also usually resulted
in severely damaged concrete assets and sometimes even the asphalt surface beneath the ice.
Many citizens would then call back in the spring to request the replacement of the damaged
concrete or asphalt that occurred during ice removal operations.
Recognizing the expense, damage and challenges of ice removal, R&B staff approached the
Board in 2016 and ultimately developed a priority process for removing ice within the County’s
Right-of-Way. The priority process involves:
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Before adopting this new ice removal process, it was not uncommon for Road & Bridge to
expend well over $100,000 each year for ice removal. Ice removal expenses prior to 2015 were
not tracked, although it is not unreasonable to estimate costs in the $500,000 range or higher.
The Board made a prudent fiscally responsible decision that has helped to manage the
expectations of many citizens. That said, R&B still receives numerous requests each year to
remove ice, even if/when it is not an apparent safety hazard, but rather just a nuisance.
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Often times the snow and ice has already melted before we are able to dispatch resources to these
particular locations. Rather than physically scraping and removing ice from the surface, deicing
materials are generally applied in order to help promote melting. When this type of post snow
and ice management is implemented, it is done so judiciously in an effort to help reduce the
number of complaints.
Careful consideration is taken before making these decisions, as they tend to become an
expectation after every storm event, rather than an additional service. More often times than not,
this service is considered or actually performed only to be faced with the exact same situation the
very next time it snows; sometimes only a matter of days or weeks later. It should also be noted
that this level of service is not consistent among all locations after every storm throughout
unincorporated Arapahoe County.
It should also be noted that Arapahoe County Road & Bridge does not remove snow from
sidewalks or pedestrian walkways. It is illegal for residents, business owners and property
owners to place snow from private driveways, sidewalks, or parking lots onto public right-of
way, as it is considered a hazard pursuant to Colorado Revised Statute 43-5-301. It is the
resident or property owner's responsibility to clear the snow from the sidewalk. The County does
not have an ordinance currently that requires residents to remove snow from sidewalks along
their frontage. However, citizens are encouraged to shovel walks adjacent to their homes as a
courtesy to their neighbors and for the safety of pedestrians.
A Winter Storm Operations Plan is adopted within PWD and is updated as changes are needed.
This Plan and PWD Directive 2017.26.1 further defines how snow and ice control will be
handled within Arapahoe County and are attached for reference.

Links to Align Arapahoe
Although there is no statute, ordinance or mandate that specifically requires Arapahoe County to
provide snow and ice control operations, it is an expected obligation and a normal government
function that all known jurisdictions provide at some level.
Quality of Life
Public safety for the motoring public, emergency response vehicles and even pedestrian
traffic is the foundation that guides the need for this snow and ice removal service and
contributes to the Quality of Life for our citizens.
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Fiscal Responsibility
Providing a level of service that our citizens expect and/or possibly demand is in direct
conflict with our ability to also be Fiscally Responsible given the current budgetary
constraints within the Road and Bridge Fund.
Road and Bridge staff strives for and believes that a reasonable balance between these two
objectives has been achieved.

Discussion
Road and Bridge has established 11 individual snow routes that range from 60 miles in length to
over 75 miles. There are 5 routes west and 6 routes east of Gun Club Road (see attached route
maps). Snow routes include primary or main arterial roadways, as well as secondary or collector
roadways. Streets are prioritized into groups for conducting snow and ice control operations.
The following summarizes these priorities:
Priority One: Red
 Major arterials (generally the one-mile grid streets) and access to emergency services
(fire stations, medical facilities, etc.) are included in this category.
 During an emergency snow event an attempt will be made to keep one travel lane
passable for emergency vehicles.
 During a normal winter storm conditions (O-6 inches), all priority one streets will be
kept passible in the drive lanes and within 24 hours on the storm ending, all priority
one streets will be passible from curb to curb.
Priority Two: Blue and Orange
 Minor arterials, major collector streets and access to schools, business areas, grocery
stores and service stations are included in this category. (Additional priorities may be
established for the anti-icing needs at hazardous locations, hills, intersections, traffic
lights and stop signs).
 During an emergency snow event it may be necessary to temporarily postpone
priority two locations in order to clear priority one streets.
 During a normal winter storm event, one lane on all priority two streets will be kept
passible for emergency vehicles and within 24 hours on the storm ending, all priority
two streets will be passible in all of the drive lanes
Priority Three: Green
 Selected minor arterials and collectors - including residential collector streets, school
bus routes and streets providing access to major arterials are included in this category.
All streets are reviewed on a case by case basis to determine if snow removal is
necessary per winter event. Priority Three Streets are not plowed on a regular basis
but conditions are reviewed during each snow event to determine if action is
warranted and if resources are available.
 Standard routine plowing is not available on priority three streets but limited service
will be provided as resources are available and conditions warrant.
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Unpaved and gravel roads:
 Only one 12 hour shift of employees is available for unpaved roadways. When
conditions warrant (2 + inches or severe drifting) an attempt will be made to keep
roadways passable during the standard 5am to 5pm snow shift. The timing on this
snow shift may be adjusted earlier or later depending on snowfall amounts but the
snow shift will generally not extend beyond 12 hours.
 Although graders are effective at moving large quantities of snow and are essential
for breaking through deep drifts, they are also slow-moving and generally not as
visible as other snow removal equipment. As an added safety measure, graders are
used during normal daylight hours except in severe blizzard conditions when other
equipment is less effective
 No snow removal efforts are available on gravel roads outside of a scheduled 12 hour
shift unless extenuating circumstances dictate otherwise.
Neighborhood Plowing:
Neighborhood streets are not plowed on a regular basis and only when conditions
warrant. The County may use private contractors to assist in snow removal efforts when
severe conditions exist. However, Arapahoe County does allow private snow plowing
activities on unincorporated roads if the private organization agrees to the terms set forth
by the County and signs the private snow plowing agreement.
Non-priority Roadways:
Non-priority Roadways include local, residential and other streets not specifically
identified in the priority system. Except for emergency situations, or extreme conditions,
equipment will not be diverted to non-priority roadways
Included among these 11 designated snow
routes are 3 blade routes. The blade routes
encompass 426 miles of gravel roads that are
cleared by motor graders equipped with Vplows and operate between the hours of
5:00AM to 5:00PM. Since these are slowmoving vehicles that are difficult to see after
dusk, their use is generally restricted to
operating in daylight hours only. However,
uring severe blizzard conditions, motor
gradersd, as well as other heavy equipment
will often work in conjunction with other
emergency equipment from the National Guard, CDOT, other local agencies and the Sheriff’s
Office of Emergency Management.
It should also be noted that graders do not have the ability to distribute deicing materials so no
materials are used to help promote snow and ice melting on gravel roads. Additionally, grader
operators do not scrape off all the snow and ice to expose the gravel (or Arapa-Blend) surface.
This is done for 2 reasons: 1). when all the snow is removed and melting starts to occur, the
gravel roads become muddy, rutted and compromised by a wash-boarded surface. By leaving the
road covered with an inch or two of snow, the roads are easier to maintain when the snow does
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finally melt. 2). since Road and Bridge no longer funds a dust abatement program, it is vital to
maintain some measure of moisture within the gravel surface. This helps to reduce the amount
of dust and airborne particles on our more heavily traveled gravel roads.
Snow control services are provided on our paved roads on a 24-hour, around-the-clock basis
until our target goals are reached. This goal is to have all of our Primary roads passable during
the first 24 hours of a normal snow event (6” of snow or less) and to have our Secondary roads
passable within 24 hours post storm. Main arterial roadways are cleared curb to curb, including
all turn lanes while collector streets may have just the drive lanes cleared. During intermittent
and/or prolonged storms that may persist for days at a time, collector roadways may not be
cleared at all until Road and Bridge managers have determined the main arterial roadways are
safe/passable and meet target goals.
Although Road & Bridge managers are proud of the numerous efficiencies and sustained cost
savings we have implemented over the years, a select few citizens are demanding not only
additional snow removal services, but other maintenance services as well. Considering the fact
that Arapahoe County has averaged between 17 and 21 significant snow events over the past 5
winter seasons, During the 2019/2020 snow season R&B crews braved 27 snow events and
spent over $1.25M on snow removal efforts because we received 30 more inches of snow than an
average winter season. This amount is beyond what has been expended historically over typical
winters forcing R&B to make adjustments in service levels to all other areas of R&B
maintenance. However, R&B is able to meet the standard service level described above
regardless of how many winter weather events occur during any given season. On average we
receive 97 requests for additional service on any given year. During this 2019/2020 snow season
we received only 47 requests. This is a one clear indication that R&B is providing effect service.
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The safety of County citizens, families, employees and the traveling public is always our primary
focus when it comes to snow and ice control. Still, it is a challenging decision to allocate
significant funds toward something that is so temporary in nature. It seems more prudent,
particularly when available resources are diminishing every year, to concentrate our efforts and
resources on performing maintenance operations that are more lasting, increase safety, and/or are
more permanent in nature, such as pavement management, sign replacement, and bridge
maintenance.
Given current constraints, we are confident that we have struck a reasonable balance between
providing adequate customer service and our ability to be Fiscally Responsible while still
providing a standard Quality of Life as stated above.
There is no question that we all would like to provide a higher level of service and also that
dozens of citizens have similarly expressed this desire. There are a number of strategies and
scenarios to consider that could ultimately help to achieve a greater level of service.
Unfortunately, all of these options have a consequence as discussed below.

Alternatives
#1 Status Quo
This is a viable option to consider, as R&B is providing this level of service already and strikes
the appropriate balance as presented above. Historically, some subdivisions and residential
roadways had been added to snow routes solely based on the number of complaints received.
This led to significant inconsistencies in service levels making it very difficult to explain why
one neighborhood would receive service while an adjacent neighborhood did not.
Currently, snow routes are reevaluated every year as some roads are annexed into other
jurisdictions while other roads are added to the County’s network of assets. As such, plow routes
are methodically altered somewhat each year to provide consistency among all routes while still
ensuring that our heaviest traveled roads are as safe as possible during and immediately
following each snow event.
Another misconception is that County plow routes are the same, or should be the same, as
established school bus routes. Several years ago Road & Bridge managers met with school
district transportation officials from all around the County to discuss our services. The general
outcome from these meetings was that all school busses are equipped with mechanically driven
chains that drop down in front of the vehicle’s tires to provide traction if/when conditions
warranted. We learned that if road conditions were so bad that school busses would experience
difficulty negotiating any roads, they would more than likely either cancel school altogether or
delay the start of school or call for an early closure.
The Cherry Creek School District’s Transportation Director agreed that they could consider
moving their bus stop locations rather than have us change our snow routes. Since we did not
want to disrupt any parents or their kids walking to the bus stops, we chose not pursue this offer
further. That said, school officials regularly communicate with our supervisors directly both
before and during substantial snow events.
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As has been a standard practice for many years, we do not typically plow residential streets
except for a handful of locations that have been identified as “problematic” and were discussed
with the Board in 2016. Road & Bridge does accept citizen requests for service once all primary
and secondary roadways have been completely cleared. Requests for snow and ice removal are
prioritized according to our ice service level.
# 2) INCREASE SERVICE FOR SNOW AND ICE OPERATIONS
A) Increasing service for snow and ice operations primarily involves two variables, 1) adding
residential roadways to the current snow plan and priority would require a budget increase to
support additional FTE’s and additional equipment. 2) Without additional resources to support
an increase in service, response times and timeliness to clear additional roadways will suffer.
This would pose additional safety hazards if main arterials and collector roadways cannot be
attended to expeditiously.
B) Plowing additional residential roadways would only occur after the end of a snow event and
could be well over 24 hours or more after the event has ended. All of these variables have
variations, such as the number of roadways to add (i.e. all residential roadways except for cul-desacs, or only certain residential streets within a subdivision). There is also a cost to adding
additional snow plowing services and depending on the decisions regarding these variables could
affect resources needed such as equipment and manpower or further deferring other critical
maintenance needs.
Based on these factors, the only possible increase in level of service would involve 1) only
plowing certain local roadways within a subdivision and eastern Arapahoe County (primarily
collectors and primary loops that most residents of the subdivision have to travel to access the
arterial street system), 2) the plowing would occur only after the primary and secondary priority
roadways have been cleared (could be over 24-hours after the event ended), 3) only if the
accumulation is greater than 8”. For every factor, there is a cost that varies based on each
increased level of service chosen.
Estimated costs to provide additional snow removal services on residential roadways as
described above are based on a 5 year average of total costs to plow and apply deicing materials
on both gravel and paved surfaces. A number of variables must be contemplated to estimate the
true costs of providing service on residential roads, but this does provide an order of magnitude.
No contemplation has been given to the rising costs of inflation or the increased time it will take
to clear all roadways. There could also conceivably be an increase in customer complaints due to
plugging driveways with snow. If the Board decides to move forward and increase levels of
snow control services, further analysis will be required to more accurately estimate total
expenses. The chart below describes a high-level look at what these additional expenses could
be.
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Option 2 Includes Reducing Other Levels of Service
Staff would recommend the status quo approach to the Winter Storm Operation Plans and level
of service. If the BoCC would like to change any service levels, Road and Bridge requests
guidance on the service that will be increased and the service or services that must also be
decreased.
Variations in increased snow service level:


Increasing service levels during a snow storm
o Option 1- Include all roadways with current snow plow maps
o Option 2- Include all roadways (exclude cul-de-sacs)
o Option 3- Add select roadways to current snow plow maps

The cost of providing snow and ice services is a bit of a wild card from year to year. Road &
Bridge staff remain committed to providing the best and most cost effective services possible
with available resources during and immediately following every snow event. Safety of the
traveling public is always at the forefront of providing this critical service.
Before increasing the level of this service, several important variables must be considered that
are further expressed in general terms in the chart below. Since Road and Bridge’s operating
budget remains constant, every additional dollar allocated toward snow removal must then be
reduced from other maintenance operations or projects.
After every single snow event, crews work feverishly to replace and reinstall street signs that are
inevitably destroyed by careless drivers who drive too fast for conditions. Also, as snow and ice
begins to melt, normal freeze/thaw cycles negatively impact pavement surfaces and potholes or
other asphalt deficiencies begin to appear. Patch crews work diligently to repair these hazards,
even if only temporarily, within the first 72 hours after being identified.
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Once the storm has subsided and road conditions meet targeted performance goals, ROW crews
are busy cleaning up debris left behind by the storm, while other crews return to routine
maintenance operations like stockpiling materials for gravel road maintenance, bridge and
drainage maintenance to name just a few. Additionally, after each storm, all snow removal
equipment requires necessary maintenance in order to be properly prepared for the next snow
event. Many times deicing materials must also be restocked.

Fiscal Impact
In very general terms, the cost to provide even a basic level of snow control service continues to
escalate without any additional offsetting revenue. Road and Bridge uses 23 tandem axle snow
plows, 6 graders, 4 loaders and 2 - 4x4 pickups to provide current services. If residential roads
are to be added to existing snow routes, we would most likely want to consider other or alternate
equipment/vehicles to perform this service as most of our equipment is simply too large to safely
negotiate narrow residential roadways. If residential roads are scheduled after the current priority
roads are completed, a reduction in other service levels would need to occur.
During this Study Session with the Board, Road and Bridge would like to graphically
demonstrate the consequences of providing any additional services on a constrained budget.
Below is a screenshot of current 2020 expenditures. The graph can be adjusted as the Board may
see fit to help identify possible consequences and financial impacts to other services. Please
consider that manipulating the dollars expended for any one service does not necessarily alter
just one other service proportionately. This is because each of the services listed in the chart
below is represented by a percentage of the total Road and Bridge operating budget. Particular
emphasis has been placed on pavement maintenance as this is our most expensive asset to
maintain and replace.

Concurrence
Staff is seeking BoCC direction and concurrence on the snow and ice removal level of service to
provide to the citizens of Arapahoe County within the fiscal constraints the County is currently
experiencing.

Attorney Comments
County Attorney staff have reviewed and has no comments on this BSR
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Reviewed By
Bryan Weimer, Director of Public Works and Development
Rebecca Doane, PWD Support Services Division Manager
Mike Haraldson, Road and Bridge Operations Manager
Doug Stern, Road and Bridge Infrastructure Manager
Todd Weaver, Finance Director
Robert Hill, County Attorney
Amanda Denning, Communication Services
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Snow Routes by Commissioner District

District 1: Kathleen Conti
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